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Excerpt: .many patrons and friends. The Cylinder is lined with brass; the piston rod, valves and
valve seats are of bronze; the nuts on the bolts at the side are of brass, so that it will be seen all
parts of the Pump exposed to water are non-corrosive. This Pump has only one stuffing box, so that
it is less liable to leak than with two, and in case of such an accident, one set of valves would be in
readiness at all events. For use on ship wharves, about factories, mills, warehouses, etc., it is
capable of inestimable service. Both suction and discharge fitted for hose unless otherwise
ordered. Can be fitted for wrought-iron pipe if desired. FIG. 662. Sizes, Prices, Etc. i Diameter-. N0.!
Cyinder.! Suction. Caipiac- ), I mos. niznssi Dis. Stroke. per Re Cipher 5in, .i 2 in. I inil;--5 in....
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An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really completely and beneficial. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.

This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will likely be enhance once you full
looking over this ebook.
-- Juanita Reynolds-- Juanita Reynolds
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